Jack Boiman Sons & Daughters Inc. Celebrates 25th Anniversary as BBB®
Accredited Business
Cincinnati, Ohio - Jack Boiman Sons & Daughters Inc. is recognized for 25 years of BBB®
Accreditation. John M. Boiman, Jerry F. Kuley, and Deborah J. Adams accept an award
from BBB celebrating the company’s longstanding commitments to the standards of Better
Business Bureau Accreditation.
By Bethany Eckstein
“It’s a pleasure to come out today and recognize all that sets Jack Boiman Sons & Daughters apart in this
community,” says Jocile Ehrlich, President and CEO of BBB Cincinnati. “We’re proud to have partnered
with this family for so long, and honored to acknowledge that partnership today.”
Jack Boiman Sons & Daughters, Inc. is a local foundation repair and waterproofing company founded by
patriarch Jack Boiman. The company is now made up of the family he left his legacy and his renowned
work ethic to - a “family [that] has been resolving foundation problems for over 60 years.”
It all began in 1947, when Jack Boiman came home from the war and started work in the building trades.
When that slowed down, he began repairing foundations and pouring driveways and sidewalks. It was
through this work that he decided to start his own business in the Westside, and earn a living for his wife,
3 sons, and 5 daughters - a living that he loved. It’s the satisfaction foundational repair professionals feel
when they’re uniquely able to provide solutions for foundational problems . . . and the simple joy of a
happy customer.
“The customer satisfaction we receive is the best part of the job,” explains Jerry F. Kuley, Vice President.
“We do everything we can to get the job done right, and surprise and please our customers with our work.”
Deborah J. Adams, Secretary, agrees with a nod of her head and a grateful smile: “That’s why so much of
our business is based on referrals.”
It’s easy to see why so many people flock to this small family business nestled in a beautiful 5-acre
property in Cleves. The warm ease and quiet assurance felt in the company of the crew attracts multiple
generations of both devoted employees and loyal customers. Father, mother, son, daughter, nephew,
niece, and neighbor alike all know that some way, somehow, Jack Boiman Sons & Daughters will take care
of them.
“When Dad established the business, he worked with a handshake instead of a legal contract,” says John
M. Boiman , President. “It’s all based on honesty. We provide our clientele with reliable and efficient
service, at an affordable and honest price.”
Congratulations to Jack Boiman Sons & Daughters! Learn more about this company by visiting
www.jbsd-inc.com.
(Pictured below from left to right: Jocile Ehrlich, Deborah J. Adams, Jerry F. Kuley, John M. Boiman)

